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In order to decrease fuel-cycle costs and to improve reactor operation and spent fuel management, nuclear
operators want to increase fuel discharge burnup. Due to Zircaloy-4 limitations at high burnup, PWR fuel
vendors have developed and proposed the use of new zirconium alloys, such as M5TM, ZIRLOTM.

Despite the fact that worldwide used U.S. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.157[1] §3.2.5.1 recognizes the effect of
steam pressure, performance of these alloys under intermediate breaks loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) and
higher-pressure accidental transients is poorly understood. The main first part of this paper will evaluate the
database for fresh Zircaloy-4 and another alloy, reported in literature mainly after the RG 1.157 was issued[2-5].
According to plant calculations, the worst intermediate break seems to be the 3-inches break, it is characterized
by a temperature above 800EC during several hundred of seconds, at a pressure between 30 and 40 bars.

Four different consistent data for fresh Zircaloy-4 show a pressure enhancement effect below 1100EC. Tests
with steam/argon mixtures show that it is an effect of partial steam pressure rather than of total pressure. The
consistency between results under flowing steam and stagnant steam seems to show no steam flow effect,
probably the high pressure ensures good natural circulation. For fresh Zircaloy-4, the maximal relative effect
occurs at 750-800EC, it coincides with temperatures at which occurs the atmospheric breakaway oxidation at
longer times[6]. As for this atmospheric breakaway, the enhancement seems to be related to the tetragonal to
monoclinic zirconia transformation. According to the literature, this transformation is influenced by several
factors (compressive stresses, crystallite size growth, substoichiometry). For fresh Zircaloy-4 under intermediate
breaks, the enhancement is not high enough to cause an actual safety problem.

Limited published data for fresh E-110TM alloy (Zr 1%Nb O-poor S-free) show, comparatively to Zircaloy-4,
an increase of the temperature at which the maximal relative effect occurs[4], as for the atmospheric breakaway
oxidation at longer times[7]. The enhancement is especially strong at 850EC, rapidly exceeding the embrittlement
criterion under only 40 bars.

Tests with M5TM alloy (Zr 1%Nb O-rich S-doped) are under preparation and will start in 2003 in France.

No test exists for high-burnup Zircaloy-4. As there is in the literature a possible role of hydrogen on the
tetragonal to monoclinic zirconia transformation, tests are necessary.

The smaller second part of this paper will be a follow-up of the 28th WRSM paper[8]. Some meetings and
letters show that some fuel vendors have still difficulties to understand the tie between the worldwide used 17%
ECR criterion and the Baker-Just correlation. In figure 8 of the 28th WRSM paper, it was shown how the 17%
ECR value was calculated with the Baker-Just correlation. In this paper, a simulation will be made to calculate
after Hobson’s data what would have been the ECR value, if the U.S. Regulatory Staff had used in 1973 the
Cathcart-Pawel correlation.



Finally, as Cathcart and Pawel’s data are used in the CATACOMB module of the French best-estimate
CATHARE code, issued from the CUPIDON code [9], and mentioned in both RG 1.157 and U.S. Research
Information Letter 0202[10], some characteristics of Cathcart and Pawel’s data will be pointed out in this paper.
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